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ASIA CREDIT AND SPECIAL SITUATIONS INVESTMENTS

TEAM PROFILE AS OF 31 MARCH 2021

FIERA CAPITAL (ASIA)

Founded in 2001 and joining Fiera Capital in 2018, Fiera

Capital (Asia) (formerly known as Clearwater Capital

Partners) provides investors with access to a full

spectrum of Asia credit investment opportunities

including performing high yield credit, direct lending,

and special situations. The team has made more than

350 Asia investments totaling over USD 6.0 billion,

across sectors and geographies and built some of the

largest dedicated lending platforms in the region.

The highly experienced team makes it possible to

source, develop and capture value in diverse

opportunities, particularly while targeting seniority in

the capital structure.

CORE INVESTMENT STRATEGIES

OPPORTUNITY IN ASIA CREDIT

Positive macro fundamentals, higher growth in
Asian economies is expected to continue

USD 72 trillion asset class with USD 5.0 trillion U.S.‐
denominated offshore opportunity set

Historical outperformance of Asia high yield vs. U.S.
and Europe

Stronger covenant quality and lower default rates

Consistent market volatility and long‐term capital
allows for contrarian opportunities

Focused Asia Credit Strategies

19‐year track record in Performing High Yield Credit, Direct Lending,
Stressed Credit & Special Situations

Sourcing Advantage

Wide, deep, and diverse network deal sourcing in onshore and offshore
credit markets

Cycle‐tested, Cohesive Team

Team has realized over USD 6.6 billion in investments in Asia

Global Resources, Local Presence

5 offices in Asia leveraging Fiera Capital’s global resources and operational
infrastructure

Performing High Yield Credit Direct Lending Stressed Credit & Special Situations

Diversified, cash‐generative, and 

downside‐protected portfolio of 

performing, high yield credit 

investments in corporate Asia.

Open for Investment

Senior secured loans directly to small 

and medium‐sized corporate borrowers 

and to affordable residential housing 

projects, in local currencies.

Open for Investment

Credit investments which are expected 

to go through or are already in the 

process of a debt restructuring and 

portfolios of stressed assets.

Open for Investment

EXTENSIVE PRESENCE IN ASIA

5 offices in Asia

36 Fiera Capital (Asia) employees: 15 investment 
professionals, 21 business/support

35 CHG* (China direct lending) employees: 11 
investment, 24 business/support

*100% local teams
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Sustainable Investments

ASIA CREDIT AND SPECIAL SITUATIONS INVESTMENTS

INVESTMENT SOURCING – FOCUS SECTORS

TEAM PROFILE AS OF 31 MARCH 2021

FIERA CAPITAL (ASIA) TEAM CAPABILITIES

Seasoned team with diverse skill sets
Many of the key team members have between 20 and 30 years of experience in the region

Experience executing transactions across multiple currencies, jurisdictions and languages
Anchored in origination and execution, deep analytical rigor and management of investments through to exits

Long standing deal sourcing through dedicated research and market relationships
Pro‐active, opportunistic approach; typically taking a contrarian view when seeking investment opportunities

Customized investor portfolio capability designed to meet specific investor goals and priorities
Proprietary credit research framework and underwriting approach

Institutional framework for Asia investing tested by scale, time and market environments
Continual monitoring and performance of asset resolution analysis throughout the holding period of each investment

Exit history utilizing multiple pathways to liquidity
Stressed market sales, liability management, early refinancing, and scheduled payments

Real Estate Power & Renewables

Infrastructure Semiconductors Agribusiness

Industrials Manufacturing Telecommunications

Seeking downside protection by focusing on sectors with hard asset collateral and visible cash flows

www.hk.fieracapital.com

Robert Petty Amit Gupta Subhashree Dutta

Co‐CEO,
Co‐CIO

19 years
38 years

Co‐CEO,
Co‐CIO

19 years
29 years

Managing Director, 
Investments

19 years
30 years

JaeWoo Shim Edward Cairns

Managing Director,
Investments

19 years
22 years

GC, Head of 
Restructuring

14 years
33 years

DIVERSE LEADERSHIP WITH EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE AND BROAD RANGE OF SKILL SETS (as of 31 March 2021)

Firm

Industry
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This material is for the use of intended recipients only and neither the whole nor any part of this material may be duplicated in any form or
by any means. Neither should any of this material be redistributed or disclosed to anyone without the prior consent of Fiera Capital (UK)
Limited or Fiera Capital (Germany) GmbH (together “Fiera Capital”).

This document has been issued by Fiera Capital for information purposes only and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to
purchase or sell any security or other financial instrument.

Where Fiera Capital provides information in the document, it is provided exclusively for information purposes. The information does not
constitute any form of recommendation related to the personal circumstances of investors or otherwise, nor does it constitute any specific
or general recommendation to buy, hold, or sell financial instruments and does not thus create any relationship between Fiera Capital and
any investor. The document may not include all the up‐to‐date information required to make investment decisions. Other more accurate
and relevant sources of information may exist. Investors should thus diligently inform themselves about the chances and risks of the
investments prior to taking investment decisions. In addition to the financial aspects, this should include, in particular, the legal and tax
aspects of the investments. It is strongly recommended that any potential investor should contact a financial adviser and, where required,
a lawyer or tax adviser. The purchase of financial instruments constitutes a high‐risk investment and investors may lose a substantial
portion or even all of the money they invest. The value of any investments and any income generated may go down as well as up and is
not guaranteed. Investors should note that past performance should not be seen as an indication of future performance.

Although the material in this document is based on information that Fiera Capital considers reliable, Fiera Capital does not make any
warranty or representation (express or implied) in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained herein.
Any opinions expressed herein reflect a judgment at the date of publication and are subject to change. Fiera Capital accepts no liability
whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of all or any of this material.

Neither Fiera Capital nor any third‐party content provider shall be liable for any errors, inaccuracy, delay or updating of the published
content of the provided document. Fiera Capital expressly disclaims all warranties as to the accuracy of the content provided, or as to the
use of the information for any purpose, as far as legally possible.

This document may include statements that are, or may be deemed to be, “forward‐looking statements”. These forward‐looking
statements can be identified by the use of forward‐looking terminology, including the terms “believes”, “estimates”, “anticipates”,
“expects”, “intends”, “may”, “will” or “should” or, in each case, their negative or other variations or comparable terminology. These
forward‐looking statements include all matters that are not historical facts. They may appear in a number of places throughout this
document and include statements regarding the intentions, beliefs or current expectations of Fiera concerning, amongst other things, the
investment objectives and investment policy, financing strategies, investment performance, results of operations, financial condition,
prospects, and dividend policy of the Company and the markets in which it, and its portfolio of investments, invest and/or operate. By
their nature, forward‐looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that
may or may not occur in the future. Forward‐looking statements are not guarantees of future performance. The Company’s actual
investment performance, results of operations, financial condition, dividend policy and the development of its financing strategies may
differ materially from the impression created by the forward‐looking statements contained in this document.

United Kingdom: This document is issued by Fiera Capital (UK) Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority.

Fiera Capital (UK) Limited
Queensberry House Tel: + 44 (0)20 7518 2100
3 Old Burlington Street Fax: + 44 (0)20 7518 2200
London W1S 3AE Website: www.Fiera.com

European Economic Area (EEA): When carrying out investment advice (Anlageberatung) and investment brokering (Anlagevermittlung)
activities in accordance with Sec. 1 para. 1a sentence 2 no. 1 and 1a of the German Banking Act in relation to financial instruments, Fiera
Capital (Germany) GmbH (“Fiera Germany”) exclusively acts for the account and under the liability cover (Haftungsdach) of NFS Netfonds
Financial Service GmbH (NFS), Heidenkampsweg 73, 20097 Hamburg, Germany.

Fiera Capital (Germany) GmbH Tel: +49 69 9202 075‐0
Walther‐von‐Cronberg‐Platz 13, 60594 Frankfurt, Germany
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